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Abstract: An efficient, enantioselective synthesis of (2S,3S) 4-amino-2,3-dihydroxy-3- 
methylbutyric acid (a is described. The sequence includes the direct use Of axide to 
selectively open a secondary epoxy alcohol formed under Payne rearrangement conditions. 

Carzinopbilin is an antitumor antibiotic produced by SIX- sabachiroi. It 

selectively inhibits the synthesis of cellular DNA.2 presumably via an intercalation/ 

alkylation sequence that leads to covalently cross-linked DNA incapable of replication. 

lhough it was first isolated and studied some 30 years ago, the gross structure of carzi- 

nophilin (based primarily on NMR evidence) has only recently been proposed.2b But some 

issues still remain, especially regarding stereochemistry. Early degradation work did 

however lead to the isolation of well defined products. one of which was identified as 

(2.9.3s) 4-amino-2.3-dihydroxy-3-methylbutyric acid (1). Our interest in the carzinophilin 

problem and the synthesis of polyfunctional amino acids in general,3 prompted us to pursue 

an efficient synthesis of the title compound 1. which we describe below. A related 

carzinophilin derived substance had been synthesized from D-glucose via a somewhat 

lengthier route.2d 

Petrosynthetic analysis shows that the desired 2S,3S configuration would arise from 

nucleophilic opening of the terminal epoxide i as it is produced by a Payne rearrangement 

of epoxy alcohol j,i. This strategy has been extensively investigated by Sharpless and 

Masamune over the last few years with numerous applications to the synthesis of sugars and 

related natural products.4 However. the direct introduction of nitrogen at the primary 

site has to our knowledge been limited to the use of diethylamine and NaWTs as nucleo- 

philes. The preparation of primary azides under these equilibrating conditions has thus 

far been unsuccessful and a 4-step sequence is required to achieve such a transformation.4b 

We have found that a primary axide may be produced directly and selectively by simply 

including a phase-transfer catalyst in the reaction mixture. The ready preparation of 

optically active epoxy alcohols such as j.i makes this approach all the more attractive. 
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(a) DIM, OoC; (b) (-)-DIPT, Ti(OiPr)4, T!3HP, -15OC; (c) 15 equiv. NaN3. 5 equiv.(l:i) 

dioxane - 1N N&H, 0.2 quiv. CTAB. 1OO'C; (d) W, cat. TsOH; (e) Na/NH3 then (Eoc120, m; 

(f) NaIOs + cat. RuD2.H20, H20 - acetone; (g) 1N m. 
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Thus. reaction of abenzyloxyacetaldehyde5 with Ph3PCi(Me)cO2Ht in QI2Cl2 at room 

temperature proceeded to give a 14% yield of substituted tiglates 2 (E;:X = 16:l by 

'H NMR).6 This mixture was reduced with DIHAH at C°C to give pure allylic alcohol 2, 

isolated in 96% yield after chromatography. hantioselective epoxidation according to 

Sharpless' procedure produced an optically active epoxy alcohol 3. [a122D+220 

(c=O.87, CHCl3). in 87% yield after chromatography. This material was shown to have an 

enantiomeric excess of 90% by a chiral L5R 'H NMR experiment using 25 mol% Hu(hfc)3/CDC13.' 

Heating a mixture of 3 and excess NaN3 (15 equiv.) in (1:l) dioxane - 1N NaOH (5 equiv.) 

containing cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (C!?AB - 0.2 equiv.) at 100°C led to the expected 

Payne rearrangement/epoxide opening and gave the desired azide-diol 2, [a124D+12.10 

Q=2.19, CHC13). in 52% yield after chromatography.' The use of a phase-transfer 

cat&ystwasfoUldtobecnlcialforthesnccess ofthisreactic&9 With compound2 in 

hand the final series of reactions were quite straightforward. Thus temporary protection 

of the diol was achieved with DMP + cat. TsOH and produced the acetonide 6, Ca120D-52.50 

(G=1.86, CHCl3). in 94% yield. Reduction with NalNH3 produced a y-amino alcohol which was 

treated directly With (B0c)$ in aq. NaOH to give the N-protected alcohol 1, [a122D-30.70 

(9=1.71. CHCl31. in 6f% yield. Oxidation with NaIO4 + cat. RuO4 resulted in the spontaneous 

formation of the crystalline bicyclic lactam derivative 8. mp 93OC. [a126D+430 

(g=1.19, CHUM). in 71% yield. Finally, exhaustive hydrolysis of 4 with 1N HCl gave the 

desired y-amino acid 1, mp 205-206°C, [a126 D+18.2° Q=O.SO. H20). in 74% yield after 

ion-exchange chromatography (Hz0 then IN HOAc/Bio-Rad AG 1-X. OH form). The physical and 

spectral properties (including a positive Cotton effect in the CD spectrum) of our synthetic 

material were consistent with those reported by chda.lO 

m: We wish to thank the Research Corporation for financial support. 
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